Subject: UPDATE Addressing Climate Change uncler NEPA
Colleagues,

As you know, we continue to refine detailed BLM guidance for the consideration of climate
change in the NEPA and land use planning processes. We expect to provide a comprehensive
Instruction Memorandum in the next few months.
In August 2014I sent an email to state directors providing informal interim direction on the
treatment of climate change and the social cost of carbon. This message provides an update and
reminder - please share it with your leadership and planning staff.
(1) The science of climate change. Anthropogenic climate change is a reality. The federal
government's Third National Climate Assessment concluded: "Many lines of independent
evidence demonstrate that the rapid warming of the past half-century is due primarily to human
activities" (nca20l4.globalchanse.gov/highlights/overvieiloverview). Please ensure that all
discussions of climate change in BLM's NEPA documents are consistent with this conclusion.
(2) The consideration of climate change in NEPA. In 201 1 BLM circulated draft direction to
the field advising the use of quantitative greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions/sequestration
estimates or qualitative discussion of climate change impacts in our NEPA documents, where the
consideration of climate change is warranted. The BLM has used quantitative estimates of GHG
emissions or sequestration as a reasonable proxy for the effects of climate change in its NEPA
analyses. That iiirection remains in effect.
(3) Using the social cost of carbon (SCC). The SCC estimates the cost to future generations
incurred by the emission of one additional metric ton of carbon dioxide. For federal agencies the
authoritative estimates of SCC are provided by the 2013 technical report of the Interagency
Working Group on Social Cost of Carbon, which was convened by the Council of Economic
Advisers and the Office of Management and Budget.

No court case or existing guidance currently requires that estimates of the SCC associated with
potential GHG emissions be included in a NEPA context, although SCC is currently used in a
regulatory context. In response to public comments, some BLM field offices have included
estimates of the SCC in project-level NEPA documents. We are working on additional guidance
for the field. Until such guidance is provided, if BLM managers believe that public interest or
other factors make it appropriate to include the SCC, please contact the BLM WO for technical
assistance before issuing any NEPA documents.
(4) The need for feedback from the field. Given the lack of final guidance on these issues,
please contact the WO on any climate-related information not typically provided that you believe
would be useful in NEPA analyses of plans and projects. Please share your insights and
challenges with the WO. These can contribute to the climate change guidance now being
finalized.

(5) WO contacts. Please contact Kerry Rodgers, Senior Planning and Environmental Analyst
(WO-210) at202-912-7158 or kerodgers@blm.gov for questions involving analysis of climate
change in NEPA. Please contact Rebecca Moore, Senior Economist (WO-210) at970-226-9246
or rmoore@blm.gov for questions involving use of the SCC.

